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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 

 This study addresses the role of design in the creation of urban Transit-

Oriented Developments.  The emphasis of the study is the promotion of human 

interaction through pedestrian and transit modes of transportation.  The objective 

is to understand and utilize in a design, factors that create a sense of community 

within Transit-Oriented Development.  The design considers the human needs, 

social interaction, and the value of community identity in creating an urban sense 

of community. 

 The culmination of research lead to the development of a proposed 

community based Transit-Oriented Development design.  The site selected is 

located within an existing transit network in Jacksonville, FL.  The goal of the 

design was to create a multi-use pedestrian shopping center that fulfilled the 

design criteria set forth in the Downtown Jacksonville Master Plan.  The spatial 

relationships have been designed to promote social interaction.  Spaces 

incorporated into the design include: a plaza adjacent to a light rail transit station 

with public seating, restaurants, performing arts space, a community arts center, 

and a pedestrian shopping center with street-level commercial uses and multi-

family housing units above.  The housing types include studio apartments, one-

bedroom apartments, and townhouses to accommodate residents from a mix of 

incomes and household types.  The role of the development in the LaVilla district 

is designed to strengthen the existing community, and provide a center of 

commerce to enhance the existing transit system and urban area of Jacksonville, 

FL. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

 Mixed-use development with transit, also known as Transit-Oriented 

Development (TOD), is an emerging architectural form.  The practice of 

combining high-density residential communities of multiple income levels with 

public transit and commercial development was once a theoretical vision of 

idealistic architects and urban planners.  Now, with examples of successful TOD 

arising in cities throughout the U.S., the once novel concept is holding its own 

and is proving that environmental responsibility and the urban community are still 

intact. 

 In the genre of Design, the case of “build it and they will come” is virtually 

non-existent.  Just as form must follow function, so must a development meet the 

needs of its users.  This is why many TOD critics argue that this type of urban 

redevelopment will not appeal to the masses of urban sprawl suburbians.  

Recent trends, however, suggest a shift in cultural design, beginning with the 

reinvestment in urban centers not experienced since World War II (Dittmar, 

Belzar, & Autler, 2004).  Research by the Brookings Center on Urban and 

Metropolitan Policy, as well as the Fannie Mae Foundation, and the 2000 Census 

show that this urban renewal is influenced by the rise in immigration, the aging of 

the baby boomer generation, and an increase in non-family households (Dittmar, 

Autler, & Belzar).  As a result, the demand for smaller homes, and the activity 

and culture present in urban environments has risen.   

Another trend affecting the outcome of urban design is the maturation of 

suburban areas.  The once slower paced residential communities that made up 

the suburb continue to grow and face increased diversity in race, ethnicity, and 

income, which are typically used to characterize its urban predecessor.  As a 
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result, suburban areas will seek more diverse land use to maintain steady 

revenue bases and will be forced to address accumulated traffic congestion on 

arterial roadways, transforming the shape of the suburb into its own mini-city 

(Dittmar, Autler, & Belzar, 2004).   

Local government interest and federal funding investments also contribute 

to the shift in transportation design criteria.  Almost every city in America is 

planning one form of urban rail or bus system (Dittmar, Autler, & Belzar, 2004).  

This reflects the nation-wide renewed dependency on mass transit, such as 

railways. 

 As transportation infrastructure, residential communities, and demographic 

profiles evolve to reflect the needs and priorities of our changing culture, so does 

the design of our urban landscape.  The TOD represents the opportunity to 

revitalize what would otherwise be defined as urban decay in a context that will 

address urban design needs well into the future.  Beyond providing close 

proximity transit to high-density urban neighborhoods, the Transit-Oriented 

Development also produces mixed-use development, along with a pedestrian-

friendly environment, and a positive sense of place when used and designed in 

the right context (Calthorpe, 2004). 

 At the heart of the Urban Community is a mixed-use, retail based facility.  

This facility has the potential to turn the urban residence into a distinctive, 

interactive living space; and it has the responsibility to serve as a community 

landmark.  In neighborhoods where public transit is an integral part of the 

physical environment, this mixed-use facility takes the form of the community 

transit station. 

 Some characteristics typically associated with Transit-Oriented 

Development include high priority on pedestrian mobility, commonly referred to 

as a “pedestrian-friendly” atmosphere, as well as mixed-use of commercial 

developments, and communal green spaces (Dittmar, Autler, & Belzar, 2004).  

Another name given to these types of developments that reflects the character of 

these spaces is “Transit Villages” and “Pedestrian Pockets” (Calthorpe, 1993). 
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Purpose of the Study 
 
 

 The purpose of this study is to explore the role of Transit-Oriented 

Development as an urban community center and to develop an awareness of 

how design can contribute to the sense of place and community identity in this 

type of development. 

 

Justification of the Study 
 
 

 In order to protect and enhance the life, health, safety, and welfare of the 

public, interior design has moved in the direction of sustainable design and the 

use of green building materials.   By also studying ways to improve existing forms 

of sustainable development, such as TOD, interior designers can contribute to 

the livability and quality of life within these sustainable urban forms. 

 In a publication, Dittmar and Poticha (2003) addressed the current form of 

Transit-Oriented Development, and concluded that the existing TOD design does 

not provide an attractive and pedestrian-oriented environment necessary to build 

an authentic social network.  It is this social network, that is the foundation of 

community building (Spyer, 1971).  This study contributes to the design of 

Transit-Oriented Development and its role as a community center that promotes 

environmental sustainability, urban revitalization, and social interaction. 

 

Brief Description of the Design Problem 
 
 

 At the foundation of the design problem is an urban area with an under-

utilized transit network and a redeveloping urban neighborhood.  The city 

department of planning and development has identified a lack of community 

identity within the neighborhood and a need for development around transit 

(JDMP, 1999).  To contribute to these issues an existing skyway express station 

on the edge of the neighborhood was chosen for the development site.  The 
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project needs to reflect and enhance the identity of the community by creating a 

strong sense of place and serve as a transit node connecting future development 

within the adjacent district to the city core. 

 

Goals of the Project 
 
 

 The primary goal of the project is to create a sense of community within 

the Transit-Oriented Development that will enrich pedestrian activity and 

encourage use among residents and transit riders.  To accomplish this, the 

project will also meet city design guidelines and building criteria.  The project will 

also emphasize transition between transportation areas and pedestrian areas to 

accommodate changes in pace and scale. 

 

Design Concept 
 
 

The design of the Transit-Oriented Development will build upon the 

existing character of the LaVilla district of downtown Jacksonville, FL.  The new 

development will compliment the historically registered Union Station that sits 

adjacent to the site through use of traditional exterior materials including brick, 

stone, and cement, and building facade design reminiscent of the district circa 

the early 1900’s.  To enhance the identity of the community, the development will 

strengthen LaVilla’s existing arts infrastructure: the School of the Performing Arts 

and the Ritz theatre, to encourage creative use of public spaces and incorporate 

a community arts center within the heart of the development. 

The overall impression of the space will be one that reflects the character 

of Union Station through geometric patterns that emphasize vertical and 

horizontal line, rhythm, and stability.  Original street lamps will be incorporated 

into the new development, and plant life will be native to the area.  To make the 

design more contemporary and reflect new uses, non-traditional materials will be 

introduced for exterior window treatment and signage. 
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A predominant function of the space is to encourage pedestrian activity 

through the design of human-scale building details, sidewalk amenities, and 

mixed uses of public spaces that promote arts-related activities.   

Interior spaces will incorporate exterior materials that tie the space in with 

the context of the development.  Green materials and appliances will be specified 

to maintain a consistent sustainable approach to the development.  Also, to 

compliment the effects of an alternative transit network on the outdoor air quality, 

product specification and ventilation systems will be designed to maintain a 

higher standard of indoor air quality. 

 

Definition of Terms 
 

 

Internal Trip Capture: The extent to which a TOD is able to provide the primary 

mode choice of transportation for residents within a development and the 

surrounding neighborhood (Dasia, 2004). 

 

New Urbanism: An urban design movement that began in the 1980s to reform 

regional and local real estate development.  The beliefs and practices of the New 

Urbanism are outlined in the Charter of the New Urbanism. 

 

Pedestrian Pocket: A term interchangeable with Transit-Oriented Development to 

mean walkable, mixed-use developments. 

 

Privacy: the ability to limit social contact with those one chooses (Merry, 1987). 

 

Sense of Place: Refers to an “…individual’s ability to develop feelings of 

attachment to particular settings based on combinations of use, attractiveness 

and emotion” (Stokowski, 2002). 

 

Suburban Sprawl: Results from increased demand for housing at lower densities 

and at distances continually further from city centers. 
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Sustainable Development: Definition of the 1987 report of the Brundtland 

Commission: “Development which meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Porter, 

2000).  Sustainable Development also preserves and enhances the interrelated 

concepts of economic prosperity, integrity of natural ecosystems, and social 

equity (Porter, 2000). 

 

Transit-Oriented Development: “…a mixed-use community within an average 

2,000 foot walking distance of a transit stop and core commercial area.  TODs 

mix residential, retail, office, open space, and public uses in a walkable 

environment, making it convenient for residents and employees to travel by 

transit, bicycle, foot, or car.” (Calthorpe, 1993, pp.56). 

 

Value Capture: The ability of a facility to internalize the spending of residents 

(Dittmar & Poticha, 2004). 

 

Research Components 

 

 The following review of literature first outlines the context of Transit-

Oriented Development, including how it developed throughout the 20th century 

and its relationship to New Urbanism.  This is followed by a review of research 

regarding the social aspects of design on residents and pedestrians in urban 

areas.  The final design problem combines information on the design of Transit-

Oriented Development and design factors influencing a place’s sense of 

community. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

 

 

 
 “Transit-Oriented Development” is a term coined by Peter Calthorpe to 

describe mixed-use, walkable neighborhoods adjacent to transit, during the study 

of a proposed rail corridor in Marin County (Katz, 2002).  The study was the 

follow-through of the Pedestrian Pocket initiative funded by the National 

Endowment for the Arts in the early 1980’s.  By the time the study was completed 

in 1982, a buzz was created among the academic community and some media 

attention was generated on the topic of TOD.  The interest in Transit-Oriented 

Development, or pedestrian pockets, would later inspire the meeting of founding 

members of the Congress of the New Urbanism, and would be incorporated into 

the Lexicon for the New Urbanism.  Over that time, specific design criteria for the 

implementation of TOD were developed and examples of urban TOD have 

become a sustainable urban form. 

 Transit-Oriented Development is not an idea invented by Calthorpe.  

Development around transit is something that has occurred naturally to promote 

developments and enhance accessibility.  Economists Dena Belzar and Gerald 

Autler perceive TOD as having three distinct transit-development relationships 

that have progressed over the past century (Steuteville & Langdon, 2003).  They 

call the first type of transit-development relationship “development-oriented 

transit” to describe when developers began adding streetcar lines to existing 

developments in the early 1900’s.  The next stage of the TOD was influenced by 

the increasing priority placed on the automobile after WWII, and new commuter 

systems were built to relieve traffic congestion in a period called “auto-oriented 

transit”.  The third era is “transit-related development”, in which a transit-station is 
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placed adjacent to other centers of activity, but retains its identity as a transit 

node instead of a community center. 

 Calthorpe is responsible for the recognition of TOD as a sustainable urban 

form, that combats placeless sprawl and promotes a walkable pedestrian 

environment.  Calthorpe’s 1993 publication, The Next American Metropolis, gives 

a comprehensive definition of TOD as such: 

“A Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is a mixed-use community 

within an average 2,000-foot walking distance of a transit stop and 

core commercial area.  TODs mix residential, retail, office, open 

space, and public uses in a walkable environment, making it 

convenient for residents and employees to travel by transit, bicycle, 

foot, or car” (Calthorpe, 1993, pp. 56) 

Calthorpe (1993) also designates a set of guiding principles for the design of 

TOD.  These principles are unlike typical design guidelines found in architectural 

pattern books.  Their purpose is to provide a focus and policies for different levels 

of planning, and are derived from the classic goals of urbanism: 

• “organize growth on a regional level to be compact and transit-

supportive; 

• place commercial, housing, jobs, parks, and civic uses within 

walking distance of transit stops; 

• create pedestrian-friendly street networks which directly connect 

local destinations; 

• provide a mix of housing types, densities, and costs; 

• preserve sensitive habitat, riparian zones, and high quality open 

space; 

• make public spaces the focus of building orientation and 

neighborhood activity; and 

• encourage infill and redevelopment along transit corridors within 

existing neighborhoods” (Calthorpe, 1993, pp. 43). 

These guiding principles apply to the general design and layout of TOD, design 

of public spaces, and building design. 
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 Calthorpe’s (1993) first principle of TOD is that the site must be located on 

an existing or developing transit line or feeder bus route within a ten-minute 

transit time from a stop on the primary transit route.  The TOD must also contain 

a mix of uses including a minimum amount of public, core commercial, and 

residential uses.  In an urban TOD, the preferred mix of land uses by percentage 

are public: 5%-15%, Core/Employment: 30%-70%, and Housing: 20%-60%.  

Minimum percent of uses are required to sustain a stimulating pedestrian activity 

center and provide economic incentives for mixed-use development.   

 In Calthorpe’s (1993) TOD model, the public use element of the TOD 

should include land designated as parks, plazas, open space, and public 

facilities.  These spaces create a focal point for the area, and should be located 

next to public streets, residential areas, and retail uses.  Village greens and 

transit plazas create the foundation for public activity in the commercial core.  

Village greens take up one to three acres of land, and transit plazas are slightly 

smaller.  Village greens are where workers meet during lunch hours and 

shoppers meet with neighbors.  Transit plazas are connected to a transit stop 

and may include “kiss-n-ride” drop off zones, or lanes designated for vehicle 

stops separate from the roadway, and include clear pedestrian access. 

 These public areas should be designed to reinforce the character of the 

community, and accommodate the mix and intensities of surrounding uses 

(Calthorpe, 1993).  Calthorpe’s TOD design guidelines state that plazas in the 

core commercial area need to have different design elements than parks in 

secondary areas.  The transit plaza for example, may be finished with masonry 

such as stone or brick, and include fountains and seating areas.  Less dense 

areas with smaller amounts of commercial activity include parks to serve 

community residents, and may house grassy fields and landscaping that creates 

a comfortable environment in all seasons. 

 Other public spaces include civic uses.  Community buildings are an 

important part of civic uses, and can enhance the identity of the community and 

reinforce any existing historical character (Calthorpe, 1993).  In TODs, 

community buildings and other buildings designed for civic use such as post 
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offices, libraries, and recreation centers should be located close to transit 

according to Calthorpe.  Community buildings also have the potential to enhance 

the street network through terminating vistas, or where a major street has a clear 

focal point of civic use, which are common in historic downtown areas.  Calthorpe 

also states that the architecture of community buildings and other civic uses 

should reflect their prominence and permanence in the community through their 

height, materials, and mass. 

 Building frontage is another principle of the TOD design guidelines set 

forth in Calthorpe’s guiding principles for TOD development.  According to 

Calthorpe’s model, it is essential that buildings face the sidewalk and public 

streets to promote walkability and activities along the streets.  The facade design 

of the buildings depends upon their use and intensity.  Commercial buildings, 

which make up most of the core area around transit, should be varied and 

stimulating to the pedestrian (Calthorpe).  Typical commercial facades include 

street level windows and numerous building entries.  Calthorpe (1993) states that 

these features should be varied from one building to the next for visual interest 

and should encourage window shopping, heavy pedestrian foot traffic on the 

sidewalk and in stores, and people-watching from outdoor seating areas.  

Arcades, porches, bays, and balconies can also contribute to a stimulating 

pedestrian environment.  Typical building materials for commercial facades 

include concrete, masonry, stone, and wood.  Materials such as glass curtain 

walls and reflective glass can detract from the pedestrian environment in the 

TOD model. 

 The sidewalks adjoining the commercial and civic buildings in Calthorpe’s 

TOD model must provide a minimum five-foot unobstructed walking path.  

Sidewalk amenities that encourage pedestrian activity include public seating and 

street trees (Calthorpe, 1993).  Street trees provide shade and create a unified 

image for the street.  Calthorpe suggests that they be placed a maximum of 

thirty-feet apart between the curb and sidewalk in planter strips or tree wells.  On-

street parking can also encourage pedestrian activity by keeping building facades 
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oriented toward the street and keeping the focus of the community on the street 

as well. 

 Keeping the focus of community life on the street is something Jane 

Jacobs (1961) first wrote about in The Death and Life of the Great American 

Cities.  Jacobs wrote about the sociological aspects of urban areas and the role 

of the active sidewalk life in the lives of community members.  She was also one 

of the first to write about the lack of a social/public network, such as the street 

and sidewalk, in conventional suburban neighborhoods.  In urban areas, the 

sidewalk serves multiple functions: a place to have social interaction with 

neighbors and a place for kids to have supervised play.   

Jacobs (1961) also wrote about the alleviating affects the sidewalk life had 

on issues of privacy in core commercial areas.  Jacobs writes that in the suburbs, 

neighbors are forced to share so much of their private space in a forced 

“togetherness” due to a lack of public space.  The result of this over-sharing of 

private lives and spaces has resulted in extreme selectiveness about which 

neighbors will associate with and live near.  In the city, Jacobs writes, it is easier 

for one to control and maintain levels of privacy in the predominant public space: 

the active sidewalk life.  The result is a higher level of tolerance for others and a 

sense of order in urban environments. 

Many urban TOD projects have emerged through the efforts of Calthorpe 

and Associates and others.  These projects promote distinctive place making and 

community design that supports pedestrian connectivity and accessibility (Handy, 

2002).  Furthering these concepts in urban design at both the neighborhood level 

and the regional level is the Congress for the New Urbanism.  There seems to be 

a disconnect, however, between New Urbanism, which typically gets associated 

with Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND), and TOD which places a 

great deal of emphasis on transportation and is most commonly found in more 

urban settings.  Though TNDs do accumulate more attention than their typically 

more urban counterpart, the TOD, it is essential for both forms of development to 

exist if New Urbanism is to remain a sustainable form of growth.  
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Transit-Oriented Development and the New Urbanism 
 

 

 During the time TOD was being recognized as a distinct urban form, and 

before the emergence of the Congress for the New Urbanism (CNU), there were 

key players in the movement’s formation, working towards reforming different 

aspects of urban design in different areas of the country.  While Calthorpe and 

Daniel Solomon were working towards ecological design and regionalism on the 

West coast, architects Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk were working 

on classical traditions of city making in the East (Katz, 2002).  Other contributing 

interests included small-scale infill development in urban areas, and metropolitan 

scale planning. 

One of the key events leading to the meeting of the CNU’s founding 

members is the success of the Pedestrian Pocket Initiative, which launched TOD 

as the focus for several Urban and Environmental design studio classes at the 

University of California, Berkeley (Katz, 2002).  This is where Calthorpe, along 

with Solomon taught the graduate design studio in the late eighties, leading up to 

a 1988 symposium titled “Remaking Suburbia” held in conjunction with one of the 

pedestrian pocket studios.  For this symposium, Calthorpe and Solomon invited 

Duany to Berkeley for the first time to present on Traditional Neighborhood 

Development.  This event, described by Solomon as “nothing less than an 

epiphany” fueled the relationships built on a common ideology that lead to further 

meetings addressed at creating a contemporary, American version of the 

Congress Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne. 

 The next most critical event in the formation of the CNU is the meeting of 

the initial members, including Calthorpe, Duany, Plater-Zyberk, Stefanos 

Polyzoides, Elizabeth Moule, and Peter Katz in 1991, to create what would 

become a manifesto of the New Urbanism (Katz, 2002).  This meeting was fueled 

by an initiative of the Local Government Commission (LGC) of Sacramento, 

whose purpose was to help municipal governments tackle environmental issues.  

At the time, the LGC was just beginning to broaden its perspective on the 

pollution crisis from point source emissions, such as factory smokestacks, and 
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automobile tailpipes, to settlement patterns that contributed to chronic air-

pollution.  During the meeting, after debate on how to organize the principles, the 

group came up with “The Ahwahnee Principles”, which outlined a sort of “ten 

commandments” for planning organized by scale, from the community to the 

region.  At this meeting, the term New Urbanism was proposed as a name by 

which the principles could be categorized under a single concept. 

 The following year, the founding members met again.  This time the topic 

of discussion was how to define the scope of New Urbanism (Katz, 2002).  There 

were two options on the table: the first was to focus solely on suburban 

reformation; the second was to concern itself with the whole gamut of issues 

within the metropolitan region.  Some members considered that a broad take on 

urban planning would be too presumptuous, and such an umbrella movement 

would acquire undeserved credit for recent urban infill projects.  Others 

suggested that if the movement were to exclude a significant area of urban 

design, the New Urbanism would be weakened by a misperception that the 

movement was solely interested in the suburbs.  The group consensus was to 

consider the full scope of regional design, and a series of meetings was 

proposed to articulate the concept of the New Urbanism and its different aspects. 

 The first meeting took place in September 1993, and was organized by 

Duany and Plater-Zyberk (Katz, 2002).  This meeting focused on the middle 

scale of urban planning: the neighborhood and the district.  The following year 

the second congress met in Los Angeles, in a meeting organized by Moule and 

Polyzoides to address the smallest scale: the block, the street, and the building.  

In 1995 Calthorpe and Solomon organized the third congress in San Francisco to 

discuss the largest scale of the New Urbanism concept: the region, as well as 

environmental issues.  A fourth congress was held the following year, in which 

the Charter of the New Urbanism, the official document outlining the principles of 

the movement, was introduced by the board of directors and signed by all 

attendees.   
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 As the work of the CNU grew, the founding members continued to pursue 

design forms of their own interests under the umbrella concept of New Urbanism 

(Katz, 2002).  Project types include Traditional Neighborhood Development 

(TND), such as Seaside and Kentlands, by the Duany Plater-Zyberk Company.  

TNDs are typically known for their traditional architecture, small lot sizes, grid 

street network and mix of uses.  Other project types include Urban Infill projects 

done in conjunction with the HOPE VI program of the U.S. Housing and Urban 

Development Department, such as Curtis Park in Denver, Colorado and Carver 

in Atlanta, GA, by Calthorpe and Associates.  In Urban Infill projects, new 

development is created in an existing urban center.  Transit-Oriented 

Developments were also created, mostly through the work of Calthorpe and 

Associates, and include projects such as Richmond Transit Village in California 

and Richardson Transit-Oriented Development in Texas.  These TODs were 

developed in conjunction on Greenfield sites, or previously undeveloped land, 

similar to Traditional Neighborhood Developments, and within existing urban 

settings, as is the case with Urban Infill projects. 

 
Lexicon for the New Urbanism 
 

 Although multiple project types were being developed under the 

movement of New Urbanism, project proponents such as Duany and Calthorpe 

found that a lack of common terminology being used to discuss the focus of the 

New Urbanism was preventing them from communicating that focus clearly 

(Duany, 2002).  Without a common vocabulary to link the idea of TND with Urban 

Infill or TOD the projects seemed unrelated and the idea of the New Urbanism 

was being lost.  To address this division between project types, a lexicon for the 

New Urbanism was established that gave meaning to the connection between 

the different types of development in what Duany calls “immersive 

environments”, or urban places in which the whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts (Steuteville & Langdon, 2003).  The lexicon takes the form of a rural to 

urban transect which provides a continuum in which every element of urbanism 
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has a place.  The principles of the lexicon are based on the Charter of the New 

Urbanism and a few additional premises: 

• “The physical design of the community directly affects human well-being 

and indirectly the preservation of nature… 

• Communities are complex systems, best adapted to a design process 

when expressed as conventions… 

• The standing and efficacy of our profession requires a conventional 

language that is held in common… 

• The lexicon is not immutable; rather, it is able to incorporate advances and 

corrections as the need for them becomes apparent… 

• The conventions are to be conceived integrally in order to resist their 

appropriation by specialists… 

• And last, the authority of the conventions should be neither imposed nor 

protected, but confirmed through their empirical success” (Duany, 2002, 

pp. 27). 

The lexicon was conceived to break the vocabulary barrier that prevented 

New Urbanists such as Duany and Calthorpe from speaking about the same 

concept while using different terminology (Duany, 2002).  What Duany found was 

that a verbal taxonomy for the lexicon would not suffice, since every element of 

the urbanism was related to everything else in some way.  So the next step was 

to adopt a diagram, preferably a neutral matrix, as opposed to one generated 

within the Duany Plater-Zyberk firm, upon which to build the lexicon.  First Duany 

use the Neighborhood Unit diagram of the Regional Plan for New York in 1927, 

because Duany and his associates believed it was the most famous of planning 

diagrams and would appear to be neutral, and perhaps the lexicon would benefit 

from its prestige.  However, others such as Calthorpe, Paul Murrain, Chip 

Kaufman, and Wendy Morris, were opposed to the unitary diagram.  Instead 

Duany found that a more prestigious diagram that was being used more widely 

was a Transit-Oriented Development diagram put together by Calthorpe and 

Doug Kelbaugh.  This diagram was then modified to include Traditional 
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Neighborhood Development and the interests of Murrain, Kaufman, and Morris: 

the community-based neighborhood as shown in figure 2.1.   

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.1 

Rural to Urban Transect (Lexicon for the New Urbanism) (Duany, 2002, pp.29) 
 

 

 

 

The lexicon promotes a common, inclusive, walkable urban environment 

that recognizes the neighborhood structure as the fundamental increment of the 

community (Duany, 2002).  The lexicon also supports a range of intensities to 

include an urban core, general area, and an edge.  Within this transect, every 

type of development is accommodated, and every neighborhood preference 

group maintains its community nomenclature at different points within the 

transect.  The transect organizes different variables inherent to different types of 
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communities such as density: more dense or less dense, primarily residential 

use/primarily mixed-use, smaller buildings/larger buildings, mostly detached 

buildings/mostly attached buildings, deep setbacks/shallow setbacks, wooden 

buildings/masonry buildings, and aligned trees/clustered trees.  Elements of the 

varying urban areas are categorized within a common vocabulary.  Open space, 

for example, is a common element of each of the zones, but takes a different 

form in different densities.  The transect organizes the types of open space from 

rural to urban: wilderness, farmland, greenbelt, park, green, square, plaza, close, 

garden, quadrangle, courtyard, patio, and roof garden.  Another important 

element included in the transect as well as the guiding principles for the design of 

TOD is frontage, or how the building meets the street.  In the most urban areas, 

frontages include the arcade that overlaps the street, the shop front, and the 

stoop.  As one moves into more rural areas, the frontage turns to the forecourt, 

the terrace, the porch and fence, and the common lawn.  The parameters of each 

zone provide a building key by which to design TODs and other forms of 

development according to the needs and density of the area. 

 The transect depicts urban TOD within the most dense and urban in 

character zones: the urban core zone and the urban center zone.  The core is 

found in places such as the downtowns of larger cities, where many buildings 

rise higher than four stories, but is not necessarily at the center of a 

neighborhood, or in a new urban development (Steuteville & Langdon, 2003).  

The center zone applies to smaller downtown main streets where buildings 

generally reach two to four stories.  Buildings in these zones are relatively large 

and mix uses of shops and businesses on ground floors, with residential units 

above.  These buildings are generally attached, with aligned fronts, along 

rectilinear trajectories (streets that meet at right angles) with four-way 

intersections.   

The New Urbanism Comprehensive Report and Best Practices Guide 

(Steuteville & Langdon, 2003) defines core and center zones as focal points of 

activity that benefit from both pedestrian and automobile traffic.  A key design 

criterion for these zones is to create a human-scaled environment that allows 
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pedestrians and automobiles to coexist without compromising one another.  

Similar guidelines for design with the center and core include minimum setback 

between zero and ten feet, wide sidewalks between six and twenty feet, and 

varying lot sizes, the smallest being near 1,600 square feet for a townhouse.  

Open spaces within these zones take the form of plazas and squares and 

housing types consist mainly of apartments above retail, stand-alone apartment 

buildings, townhouses, and live/work units.  Parking in the core area is generally 

structured, and in the center zone are usually hidden parking lots within the 

block.  Primary thoroughfares in these areas are typically main streets, 

boulevards, and urban residential streets.  The net residential densities tend to 

range from 15 to over 100 units per acre. 

 

Designing a Community 
 

 

 Even though the term “Transit-Oriented Development” may lead one to 

believe that the main purpose of this type of development is to support and 

encourage transit ridership, equally integral to the success of a TOD is its ability 

to turn the area into a community, a “place” so valuable and enticing that people 

will invest, live, and visit there (Dunphy, Myerson, & Pawlukiewicz, 2003).  In 

order to create a valuable place, the development must be successful at creating 

a sense of community within the urban environment. 

 Central to the concept of community is the role of the pedestrian 

(Calthorpe, 1993).  “Pedestrians are the catalyst which makes the essential 

qualities of communities meaningful” (Calthorpe, 1993, pp. 17).  They give life to 

public spaces and design of TODs should reflect the needs of pedestrians.  A 

high-density, multi-use community is a place with personalized spaces in which 

the designs allow the expression of residents’ individuality in living, work, and 

play areas (Mehrabian, 1976).  The result is a shared sense of values, feelings of 

belonging, and control over events that create a sense of place (Gallagher, 

1993).   
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Design Challenges 
 

The current form of TODs is not very reliable at providing the attractive 

and pedestrian friendly environments necessary to establish a socially interactive 

network (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004).  Often times, city and state regulations limit 

the measures a TOD is able to go to create a pedestrian-oriented development 

(Leach, 2004).  These include Department of Transportation regulations, 

comprehensive plans, zoning codes, subdivision codes, health department 

regulations, the public comment process, and building codes (Slone, 2005).   

For example, TODs are limited by parking regulations that limit the TOD’s 

ability to enhance pedestrian mobility and accessibility and create physical 

barriers that disturb the integrity of the development (Dunphy, Myerson, & 

Pawlukiewicz, 2003).  However, a community is most benefited by parking when 

it is moved away from the transit platform.  The land nearest transit is the most 

valuable, so it makes sense to place the businesses and retail developments 

there.   

Mockingbird Station in Dallas, Texas is an example of TOD successful at 

creating a place to see and be seen (Ohland, 2004).  The parking at the TOD is 

mostly underground, with some structured parking surrounded by retail.  This 

allowed the design of Mockingbird Station to be guided by pedestrian orientation, 

which turned out to be a success.  In cases where pedestrian mobility and 

accessibility are not the priority, the potential for social interaction and 

communication is limited. 

Other design obstacles faced during implementation of high-density 

pedestrian developments include fire and waste-management criteria (Slone, 

2005).  This includes regulated lane widths and minimum curb radii.  When lanes 

get too wide it makes pedestrian transportation unsafe, and the larger the curb 

radius, the wider the street is that pedestrians will have to cross.  One way to 

minimize the impacts of such regulations and to satisfy the regional fire chief is to 

include rollover curbs in the design of the sidewalk. 

 Most of the time overcoming such obstacles is a lot more complicated and 

developers are left little choice on how to create sustainable communities 
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including TOD.  Either the design of the project gets compromised or the 

developers have to find a way to work around the laws in place (Emerson, 2005).  

One way development companies do that is to develop by variance.  Another 

common way is for developers to privatize the development, making all roads 

privately owned and maintained by the community.  This gives developers more 

control over street width, mix of uses, densities, etc., which are all design 

components of communities that support a social network. (Duany, 2005). 

 
Social Interaction 
 

 The foundation for creating a sense of place that encourages social 

interaction, community identity, and meets user demands begins at the planning 

and design phase of development (Nottridge, 1972).  However, a community isn’t 

something that planners and designers create on their own.  It is something that 

emerges when a space is enriched with the interaction of people who thereby 

apply meaning to the space and make it their own (Spyer, 1971). 

The architecture and design of spaces can influence human interest, 

though, which leads to an increased number of pedestrians (Duany, 2005).  

Andres Duany categorizes the levels of interest in architecture to pedestrians into 

three areas: the “pluses”, which attract interest, the “neutrals”, and the 

“negatives”, which disengage pedestrians.  The “pluses” include storefronts, 

porches and stoops, and neutral to pedestrians are gardens.  The negative 

design aspects are blank walls and parking lots.   

Designs that are more conducive to social interaction are more successful 

at creating a sense of community (Spyer, 1971).  Two ways in which designers 

and planners typically try to encourage social relationships is by decreasing 

physical distance and decreasing functional distance between people (Keller, 

1968).  Decreasing physical distance means to increase densities.  Instead of 

driving twenty minutes to reach a big-box retail store while being isolated in a 

privately owned vehicle, a high-density, mixed use community, for example, 

allows people to spend less time alone in their car, and more time in the shared 

public space.  That is the place where people connect and it is important to the 
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creation of place (Dunphy, Myerson, & Pawlukiewicz, 2003).  Decreasing 

physical distance also means improving pedestrian accessibility and mobility 

(Keller, 1968).  Building a sidewalk and expecting people to use it because it is 

there is not an acceptable means of pedestrian mobility.  In a TOD, non-motor 

traffic is geared to be the primary mode of transportation for the 63% of all 

traditionally auto-dependent trips that are less than two miles in distance from the 

household (Sucher, 1995).  For this type of expectation, the journey is as 

significant as the destination.  Shelters for walkways that provide protection from 

weather conditions will increase pedestrian accessibility (Spyer, 1971).   

In some cases, the journey actually is the destination.  This is the case of 

the typical “social stroll,” or walking for pleasure and people watching (Sucher, 

1995).  This allows pedestrians to communicate without even talking.  The 

walkways that encourage this type of movement are continuous, such as a loop 

or square.  The path should be uncomplicated and automatic, so walkers may 

unconsciously make way-finding decisions.  The path should also be reasonable 

enough in length that pedestrians may be able to pass by one another, so they 

may establish social connections.   

These walkways should also give the pedestrian the perception of control 

over their own safety.  Accessibility to security sources is key (Sucher, 1995).  

Bicycle police officers are a good example of appropriate safety resources.  They 

are easily accessed by the public, and they are very mobile in non-motorized 

environments.  Freestanding, emergency request stations that are clearly visible 

throughout the space also provide security.  Especially when users can see that 

help is nearby.  This can be done by placing a small, compartmentalized police 

or security station housing two to four emergency response personnel in the 

space. 

When considering pedestrian safety, an important design element is 

separation of pedestrian and motor-vehicle traffic.  Even if a street and sidewalk 

run side-by-side, certain design features can separate them psychologically 

(Sucher, 1995).  Curbs, for example, act as a physical and psychological barrier 

between pedestrians and motor-vehicle traffic.  Traffic calming techniques can 
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also be used to give drivers and pedestrians perceived mobility priority to 

pedestrians.  For example, a regular crosswalk outlined in thick white stripes 

doesn’t offer nearly as much security to pedestrians as a crosswalk that is 

elevated a few inches above the pavement and textured in a brick-like pattern.  

This separation of vehicular and non-motorized traffic lets drivers know exactly 

where the pedestrians’ boundaries are.  Another tactic for traffic calming is to line 

a street with trees.  The resulting psychological affect causes drivers to slow 

down. 

In order to decrease the functional distance between people, planners and 

designers locate entryways, stairways, bus stops, and footpaths in areas where 

people are more likely to cross paths (Keller, 1968).  By placing two apartment 

doorways facing one another, the number of times the adjacent neighbors will 

come face to face increases, thus promoting socialization. 

Public spaces are another prime example of ways to promote social 

interaction (Sucher, 1995).  Besides providing a place to enjoy the outdoors and 

come together, public spaces also contribute to the culture that makes city life so 

enriching.  Among other things, public spaces provide the location for concerts, 

markets, exhibits, and celebrations (Dunphy, Myerson, & Pawlukiewicz, 2003).  

Providing public seating also contributes to this sense of community life (Sucher, 

1995).  Other things that draw people to public spaces are food and art.  Similar 

to the way party-goers gather around the kitchen, so will people seek out dinning 

for its element of relaxation and predictability.  Art in public spaces not only 

provides meaning to spaces by personalizing them and bringing life to the 

community, they also act as conversation pieces.  Art can be used in many 

different contexts, such as sculpture, or part of a children’s’ playground, to foster 

human exchange. 

 
Community Identity 
 

 Central to the identity of the TOD community, is its residential function.  

Achieving a high-density residential area requires creating an environment 

suitable for living through the creation of community and sense of place.  This is 
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where the early examples of TOD have predominantly failed (Dittmar & Poticha, 

2004). 

 In order to move people out of the suburbs and into the city, an urban 

residence must minimize the negative conditions associated with the city.  These 

include crowding and rudeness, noise pollution, ugliness, and crime (Mehrabian, 

1976).  The high-density environment causes crowding in cities.  The 

unpleasantness associated with crowding is the result of elevated levels of 

arousal that create stress (Mehrabian).  This is the cause for various crowd-

coping mechanisms most prevalent in urban areas such as avoiding eye contact, 

and using physical barriers to separate oneself from others (Merry, 1987).  High 

densities of people in a given area, however, do not solely cause the arousal 

levels.  They are also caused by disorganization and uncertainty, two factors 

influenced by the design of the physical environment (Mehrabian).  To prove this 

point, Mehrabian did an ethnographic study of two retail stores.  One of the 

stores he categorized as both dense and disorganized.  The other was also 

dense, but organized.  Mehrabian (1976) found that the uncertainty created by 

the disorganized store created numerous negative outcomes.  The outcomes 

were qualities most often attributed to all dense environments, but he found they 

were much less prevalent in the dense and organized example.  His study found 

that people were less likely to shop at the disorganized and dense store.  The 

shoppers were also less willing to help a stranger in need of assistance, more 

impolite, less likely to stop and answer a question, and more likely to argue.  The 

dense and organized environment is more conducive to creating community and 

attracting residents.  Mehrabian also states that crowds that are organized, 

patterned, and orderly are only moderately arousing and reduce the amount of 

trial and error way-finding.   

 Using signage and symbols is one way to guide traffic patterns and create 

clearer way-finding.  Where users have achieved a level of comfort in finding 

their way, it enhances their perceived control over the space (Merry, 1987). 

 Utilizing way-finding tools also carries through to the transit aspect of the 

development.  Clearly posted maps, clocks, and bus schedules minimize 
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confusion for transit riders and give the riders more control over their experience 

(Sucher, 1995).  This is necessary if TODs are to be successful at shifting the 

way people travel in urban areas and allowing pedestrian mobility to be a 

defining element of the community identity. 

 Another important factor when it comes to crowding and organization, in 

the design of the TOD is the size of sidewalks, because this is where people 

interact with one another and get from one place to the next.  The sidewalk 

should be wide enough to accommodate all pedestrians without crowding, but 

not so wide that it looks barren and undesirable (Sucher, 1995).  The general rule 

of thumb is that a sidewalk should be wide enough to accommodate two groups 

passing each other without making adjustments to their walking pattern.  In many 

instances of urban development, the width and aesthetic qualities of the sidewalk 

will be regulated by the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) of that city. 

 Another negative element of city life closely linked to high densities and 

proxemics is noise control (Mehrabian, 1976).  In a neighborhood setting, putting 

a public park within walking distance to residents can reduce some of the 

unpleasant sounds by providing an outlet for activities, such as loud child’s play 

(Merry, 1987).  In a TOD, noise pollution is a much more serious problem.  

Getting people to live near transit is a challenge when they are affected by the 

unpleasant sounds of rail lines and the starting and stopping of buses.  But the 

use of white noise can lessen the impact of disturbing sounds.  Incorporating 

waterfalls and fountains into the design of the transit center creates a sound 

buffer for the residents (Sucher, 1995).  It also enhances the perception of 

privacy, which can lead to more human interaction and communication. 

 The lack of privacy, or ability to limit social contact with those one chooses 

is one major limitation of residing in urban areas, and public transit (Merry, 1987).  

The low arousal levels associated with privacy provide comfort and pleasantness 

(Mehrabian, 1976).  It is what makes the personally owned automobile the 

preferred method of transportation, even though it is a source of urban noise, 

pollution, and congestion.  There are negative affects of privacy, though.  It leads 

to anti-social behavior and loneliness.  Mehrabian (1976) calls this the “privacy 
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vs. social stimulation dilemma”.  This is one of the reasons for the renewed 

interest in urban areas.  People seeking the urban environment and accessibility 

of TODs will be comprised of people who prefer the cultural richness and social 

activity because of the process of self-selection (Handy, 2002).  These residents 

will include the growing number of non-family households, immigrants, and 

“Echo-Boomers”, or children of Baby Boomers (Dittmar, Belzar, & Autler, 2004).  

They play an important part in the functioning and image of the community 

(Rivlin, 1987). 

 Traditional Neighborhood Developments are also faced with the issue of 

density.  In TNDs, neighbors have far less physical distance between them, and 

less privately owned space (yard).  In these types of developments privacy is a 

critical part of the community design.  What makes less private space more 

tolerable, and often desirable is the careful layering of public and private spaces 

(Low, 2005).  Consider the relationship of the sidewalk to the home in a TND.  

There are actually four levels of space beginning with the sidewalk, which is the 

most public space.  The second level is the small front yard, which is the semi-

public space, and is separated from the public space by a picket fence.  The 

third, semi-private space is the raised porch, which is separated from the yard 

through the stairs.  From the semi-private space, residents are able to make eye 

contact with passing neighbors, but without crossing any physical boundary.  The 

final, most private space, is the interior of the home, which is separated from the 

porch through the passing of a threshold.   

 Aesthetics is another issue of high-density environments that can 

influence the livability of the area.  Ugliness is an element of urban environments 

that deters people from the city (Mehrabian, 1976).  In order to understand why 

the aesthetics of urban environments is unpleasant, we must discover what it is 

about suburban areas that are perceived as pleasant.  Two major components of 

an aesthetically pleasing community are quality of materials and maintenance 

(Rapport, 1990).  People equate high quality materials with better 

neighborhoods.  This is because they are believed to reflect commitment to 

social and physical standards of civility among residents (Gallagher, 1993).  
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Buildings that are aesthetically appealing in urban environments are ones that fit 

in the same architectural context of its surrounding buildings without becoming a 

replica (Sucher, 1995).  If a building has individualization within architectural 

context it can counteract social alienation and the effects of technology on the 

way we socialize (Mehrabian).  One of the most effective ways to achieve this 

type of “unified diversity” is through the use of similar rooflines (Sucher).  Also, 

non-fixed amenities such as chairs and potted plants within a relatively 

homogeneous environment give structure and meaning to the user 

simultaneously (Rapport). 

 Environments also provide cues for behavior (Rapport, 1990).  In the 

community-centered transit station, certain cues communicate that the facility is 

part of a residential community.  One cue, for example, is designing for children 

by creating spaces that allow them to be creative at a their own smaller scale 

(Sucher, 1995).  Other cues that people perceive as positive in a community 

include open space, separation of automobile and non-motor traffic, views of 

attractive human made features, many trees, and maintained landscapes 

(Rapport).  A successful TOD includes all these features through the use of 

public green spaces, high priority on pedestrian traffic, and sculpture and 

attractive design.  Negative cues are open drains, graffiti, and lack of street 

lighting. 

 The more cues a place provides about social conduct, the more people 

will conform to them (Gallagher, 1993).  This creates the pattern and standard for 

what to do and what not to do in the space, by which all problems and behaviors 

will be judged (Merry, 1987).  This is especially important in maximizing the 

physical design of the facility’s ability to mitigate crime.  A sense of territorial 

responsibility, or creation of informal social networks and a social system in 

which people feel responsible for the territory in which they live and are willing to 

act to defend the space, can be created by architecture.  It comes from clearly 

defined spaces of housing groups, providing for visual surveillance of public 

space, and designing for symbolic and physical demarcation of space.  Use of 

color, landscaping, and building orientation to the street all increase community 
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control and contribute to decreases in crime levels (Gallagher).  Street-facing 

fenestration also deters crime by allowing surveillance of sidewalks (Sucher, 

1995).  Interesting storefronts that create busier sidewalks are safer as well.  In a 

case study of urban neighborhoods, certain physical characteristics were found 

to deter crime.  Some examples are window flower boxes and birdbaths, 

because they represent social dynamics that derive these environmental features 

(Gallagher).  The primary concern when designing for safety is creating a space 

that people have pride and attachment to.  When people feel the community 

belongs to them, they will work to protect it. 

 
User Demands 
 

 A powerful factor in creating a sense of community for a new development 

rests in the design of the community center (NCSS, 1944).  In the case of the 

various forms of transit development, this is the retail-driven transit station.  

Having multiple uses within walking distance of residences turns the urban 

neighborhood into an interactive community (Mehrabian, 1976).  The quality and 

convenience of activities located in the facility determine the value residents 

place on the facility as a component of their community (Keller, 1968).  Only if the 

uses of the TOD are carefully matched with the function of the place, and the 

needs and desires of the residents, workers, and visitors are met, will the mixed-

use transit facility succeed (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004). 

 One function of the facility is to act as a transit station, a solitary node 

within a larger transportation network (Belzar, Autler, Espinosa, Feigon, & 

Ohland, 2004).  The other function is to serve as a place representative of the 

community.  In order to supply the services necessary for transit commuters, 

services relating to travel between home and work must be met.  These types of 

services include dry cleaning, day care, fitness centers, banks, and restaurants.  

Spaces that support the facility’s identity as a place include most of the 

preceding, plus public parks, retail, and activity centers.  For each individual 

example of TOD, the types of businesses within the development must reflect the 

existing market demands (Dunphy, Myerson, & Pawlukiewicz, 2003).  If certain 
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aspects of the project, such as choice of retail, are not warranted, the quality of 

the TOD will eventually deteriorate from lack of use (Dunphy, Myerson, & 

Pawlukiewicz).   

 The mix of uses and types of retail included in the Mockingbird Station 

TOD are designed to cater to its younger population from the nearby University 

(Ohland, 2004).  The developer of the project, Ken Hughes, describes it as “a 

sanitized version of hip”.  He was probably referring to the retail chains in the 

space that include: Gap, Starbucks, Urban Outfitters, and Virgin Music.  The 

resulting problem of this mixed-use project is that it alienates older residents of 

the surrounding area, thus creating a missed opportunity for re-shaping 

transportation choices in the neighborhood.  In this case, narrow mix of retail 

choices led to lost internal trip capture, or the extent to which a TOD is able to 

provide the primary mode choice of transportation for residents within the 

development and surrounding neighborhoods (Daisa, 2004). 

 Value capture, or the ability of a facility to internalize the spending of 

residents within the development and community, is an element closely related to 

trip capture (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004).  Together, trip capture and value capture 

allow the TOD community to reinvest in itself.  In addition, the success of both 

consumer internalization strategies depend upon frequent, high quality transit 

service, good connections between the community and transit, community 

amenities and a dedication to place making, and scorekeeping and attention to 

financial returns. 

 Successful value capture benefits all those involved with the creation of 

the TOD community.  Landowners benefit from the potential for increased land 

values (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004).  Community residents benefit from the reduced 

crime and better security, increased cultural viability, better quality of life, more 

inclusive public spaces, greater civic pride, and reinforced sense of place, and 

higher property values. 

 Another challenge that accompanies mixed-use development is the 

balancing of residential and business uses.  Often times it is not in the best 

financial interest of developers to maintain the mix of uses within the TOD.  One 
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example of where this was an issue is the TOD in Arlington County Virginia: the 

Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor (Leach, 2004).  This TOD was affected by the shift 

towards office space development in the 1980’s.  The general Land Use Plan for 

the corridor prohibited unguided development, and required all developers to 

build residential space before they could get the maximum allowable office 

density through the use of special zoning regulations.  The regulations turned out 

to benefit the development, and the rich mix of uses within the corridor is still 

intact with a close to equal balance between residential construction and office 

and retail construction. 

 The types of development typically mixed within a TOD include 

residences, retail, offices, and transit (Daisa, 2004).  This mix, designed to define 

the community and support the residents, is also designed to maximize land-use 

by promoting round-the-clock activity (Dunphy, Myerson, & Pawlukiewicz, 2003).  

At every minute of every day, the development should be in use, whether that be 

peak-hour commuters, weekend shoppers, lunchtime diners, all-day office 

workers, or residential tenants.  Maintaining adequate levels of density at all 

hours of the day is inherent to the success of the development. 

 Designing for mixed-use development means communicating on the 

outside, the variety of functions on the inside.  This means designing buildings of 

different forms to reflect their many uses (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004).  But equally 

important is the creation of community unity.  This can be achieved through the 

use of repetitive design details that give a sense of place and security, such as 

signage and lighting (Sucher, 1995).  When the many uses of residents are met 

within the same general area, it becomes their community, the place in which 

they live, work, and play (Mehrabian, 1976). 

 

Summary 
 

 

Transit-Oriented Development is conventionally recognized for its ability to 

create alternative transportation choices that are financially and environmentally 

sustainable.  However, their role as pedestrian pockets should not be 
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overlooked.  While different components of the development may be the job of 

other practitioners, such as engineers, architects, and urban planners, the role of 

design is to create environments that support pedestrian activity and create a 

human-scaled environment that people enjoy and feel comfortable being in.  

Once these pedestrian and transit-oriented environments are achieved through 

design, the character of the development may take form to support a social 

infrastructure and create communities with a sense of place. 
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN PROGRAM 
 
 
 
 

1. Project Description and History 
 
 

LaVilla Station is a compact, mixed-use development designed to strengthen the 

existing transportation infrastructure of the downtown area and contribute to the overall 

revitalization efforts in the urban district of LaVilla by the City of Jacksonville.  As a part 

of the Jacksonville Downtown Master Plan (JDMP) of 1999, the Department of Planning 

and Development recognized the city’s land purchases and substandard building 

demolitions in the LaVilla district as the first steps to redeveloping the area and 

capitalizing on the market opportunities which include retailing, entertainment, 

commercial services, and housing.  The JDMP also characterizes LaVilla as a 

developing in-town neighborhood with development opportunities in cultural facilities, 

community-oriented retailing, and moderate density housing.  The Planning and 

Development plan states: 

“We envision LaVilla to be a vibrant, mixed-use urban district 

where commercial, cultural, entertainment, light industrial uses and 

urban housing such as loft apartments and walk-ups coexist side by 

side and create the synergy needed to sustain a neighborhood” 

(JDMP, 1999). 

Some existing facilities that support the vision for LaVilla include the School for 

the Performing Arts, the renovated Ritz Theater, the new Winn Dixie, the Urban League 

Project, pocket park, and the historically registered Prime Osbourne Convention Center.  

Further revitalization efforts include the creation of an open space network, including a 

string of parks between Duval St. and Monroe Street, new pedestrian pathways and 
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sidewalks along Lee Street and Jefferson Street, linking McCoy’s Creek and Hogan’s 

Creek, and the creation of a wetland pond area along the Interstate to serve as both a 

buffer to the livable area of LaVilla and a means of accommodating surface water 

drainage.  Additional development plans set-forth in the DJMP for LaVilla include 

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) adjacent to the existing skyway stations.  The Bay 

Street Automated Skyway Express station on the edge of LaVilla within the Central 

Civic Core District is the designated site for the LaVilla Station development. 

Proposed high-density residential development in the adjacent 

Brooklyn/Riverside Avenue district by the Haskell Company will also impact LaVilla 

station and bring increased ridership to transit.  This new development would allow 

LaVilla to serve as a transition point between the Brooklyn/Riverside Avenue District 

and the Central Civic Core District, giving the station increased significance in daily 

work trips. 

 

2. Existing Site Conditions 
 
 

The four-acre development site is an urban Brownfield once associated with the 

heavy-rail transportation of the original Union Station in 1897.  At one time responsible 

for the economic vitality and identity of historic Jacksonville, Union Station, now the 

privately-owned Prime Osbourne Convention Center, is located on the East of the 

development site and serves as a historically rich focal point for the design of the TOD.  

The space is currently being used as an unpaved parking lot to downtown workers 

during weekday business hours. 

South of the site is the Federal Reserve Bank, which separates the development 

site from McCoy’s Creek.  The creek, which serves as an amenity to the LaVilla 

community, over-flows into the Southeast corner of the development site during floods.  

Though this type of flooding is rare and infrequent, accommodations to the site have 

been made by elevating the buildings and sidewalk 32” off the street level.  This creates 

both a physical barrier for water over-flow, and a psychological barrier between 

pedestrians and motorists. 
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3. Social, Psychological, Political, Economic, and Cultural Context 
 
 

Political:  Debate over the use of the area surrounding the Prime Osbourne Convention 

Center has existed for years.  The owners of the Prime Osbourne Center, Clarkson Co. 

and Solomon Brothers Real Estate, have pursued building a hotel adjacent to the 

convention center, but their plans were put on hold when they discovered that similar 

permitting approval was granted to competing establishments as well, thus denying 

them the competitive advantage they were seeking.  More recently, city officials have 

considered restoring the historic transit center site to its original heavy-rail roots.  

However, the site still remains undeveloped, and littered with automobiles.  The 

Proposed mixed-use, transit-oriented development is the most feasible type of 

development for the area.  It fits within the development guidelines of the city, and also 

has the potential to create a pocket of economic activity that will benefit the existing 

development.   

 Some resistance will probably be created by residents in the LaVilla area, fearful of 

the negative effects gentrification can have on some existing communities undergoing 

redevelopment.  These concerns will be addressed in two ways.  First, residents will be 

informed of the development plans through community awareness meetings.  They will 

be assured that the uses for the development will reflect the market demands for the 

area, and that the finished product will in fact, be a community-center, designed to serve 

both the existing and growing community while enhancing the culturally rich character of 

the area, not distorting it.  They will also be informed of how the development can 

benefit LaVilla, such as creating jobs, providing affordable housing, and boosting 

economic activity in the area.  Secondly, residents will be invited to participate in 

community preference polls and attend initial meetings on the conceptual phase of 

development to voice their opinions and concerns. 

 

Cultural:  The urban district of LaVilla is both historically and culturally rich.  To 

complement the existing character of LaVilla, the development will contribute to the 

evolving transportation roots of the city while honoring the historic context of the area 
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through its visual aesthetic and traditional amenities, including original street lamps and 

materials.  The development will also promote the fine arts through the inclusion of a 

non-profit community arts and cultural center that will connect arts and cultural activities 

to the greater community through hosting classes, promoting events, and holding 

exhibits. 

 

Psychological:  The psychological impact of the development on the downtown area 

and LaVilla is one of vitality and value.  And though the design should be visually 

appealing to the passing motorists, the whole development is designed to be 

experienced by foot or bike, and the psychological influence of the human-scale design 

will reflect that. 

 The feeling of safety is another psychological factor accommodated for by the 

design.  The openness and visibility of residents and businesses on the streetscape 

create an atmosphere of security.  Built-in amenities such as planters, benches, and 

treatment of the sidewalk as a separate entity from the street give structure to the use of 

the space, which contributes to the feeling of safety. 

 

Social:  The design and layout of the project will promote sociability.  Public spaces, 

public art, variety of seating types, commercial uses that promote social interaction, and 

shared spaces within multi-family housing units will all be included.  The intention of the 

environment is to create a livable atmosphere where people enjoy being in shared 

public spaces with one-another.   

 

Economic:  LaVilla Station will serve as a community-oriented economic activity center 

that will contribute to the revitalization and value of the LaVilla district.  The mix of uses 

will create a twenty-four hour occupancy that will support both the residents of the 

development and meet the needs of weekday workers, and attract weekend 

recreational visitors. 
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4. Client Philosophy and Goals 
 
 

The clients for this development project are the Clarkson Company and the 

Solomon Brothers Real Estate Firms.  In order for these private investors reach their 

fiscal goals, the design must also meet the requirements of the City of Jacksonville.  

The private owners want a culturally rich activity center that will attract interest to the 

business to the area, and make their existing investment more competitive.  Both 

parties want to incorporate residential development to the site to promote transit 

ridership and create a market for retail uses of the space. 

 

5. Client Operation and Organizational Structure 
 
 

 Charles Clarkson 

President of Clarkson Co.; also representative of private sector 

 Managing Director, Downtown Development Authority 

Representative of the City of Jacksonville.  Works to revitalize and strengthen 

Jacksonville’s urban community through growth, economic expansions, and diversity. 

 Facilities Manager 

Employed by Clarkson Co. and Solomon Brothers Real Estate 

 Facilities Manager Assistant 

 Security Personnel 

Two to four local police officers, depending upon time of day and expected density 

 Maintenance Staff 

Maintenance Manager, and Janitorial Staff 

 

6. User Profile 
 
 

Development residents are the primary users of the space.  These residents will 

be made up of the increasing number of non-family households, immigrants, and a 
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young generation of urban professionals.  Jacksonville residents will use the space as 

well, since the development is designed to attract transit riders.  Other users of the 

space will be tourists and business travelers attending convention functions within the 

development. 

This project will also be designed to meet the needs of “the new consumer” 

based on focus group research conducted by BensomilesTND marketing company 

(Benson, 2005).  

New Consumer Profile:  Individualistic and prefers custom goods, involved in 

community, seeks authenticity in environment, wants to simplify his/her life, demands 

quality and features (willing to give up square footage and land size, but with no 

compromise to amenities), is short on time and wants more time for exercise and 

spending with family, and is an informed consumer (Benson, 2005). 

 

7. Image and Character 
 
 

The overall character of LaVilla Station will echo the compact commercial core of 

historic Bay Street at the turn of the twentieth century.  The streetscape of that time was 

made up of multi-story building facades made of brick and featuring awnings.  The 

height of each facade would vary in height and building setback from the street was 

minimal if existent at all.  Visibility of signage and accessible entrances will also affect 

the character of the space.  Similarly, the community amenities such as  trees, benches, 

fountains, and public seating will contribute to the design’s sense of place. 

 

8. Type of Construction and Materials 
 
 

Building exteriors will be constructed primarily of brick and stone.  Interiors will 

also feature exposed brick walls when possible and acoustically feasible.  Sidewalks will 

be made of concrete, but will feature brick or stone decorative embellishments. 
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9. Codes and Regulations 
 
 

A large part of the design will be dictated by the Urban Design Guidelines, 

Streetscape Design Guidelines, and Site Design and Building Form Guidelines set-forth 

by the City of Jacksonville Department of Planning and Development in the 1999 DJMP.  

Florida Building Codes, including A.D.A. requirements, on safety and accessibility will 

also be applied.   

The Department of Planning and Development Urban Design Guidelines: 

Regarding Site Design and Building Form: 

 Provide clear separate access for vehicles and pedestrians 

 Define street and sidewalk space 

 Provide visible public outdoor space 

 Provide visual interest to the pedestrian on the sidewalk 

 Screen and buffer service access and docks from the public right-of-way 

 Encourage the service function of alleys 

 For new buildings adjacent to historic buildings, provide massing, windows, and 

materials that are compatible with the historic building 

 
Parking 
 
 Locate parking lots and garages away from sidewalks and pedestrian connectors, 

locate them within projects or off service alleys 

 Locate loading and service docks away from sidewalks and pedestrians 

 Ensure that design of parking lots minimally affect the pedestrian environment 

 Provide active uses such as shops and restaurants on the ground floor of garages to 

engage pedestrians 

 Require landscapes and architectural treatments to soften the appearance of 

surface lots and structures 

 Promote development of structured parking, and discourage surface parking 

throughout downtown 
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Pedestrian Orientation 
 
 Construct buildings to the property line 

 Provide pedestrian-oriented buildings with pedestrian-scaled elements along their 

adjacent sidewalks 

 Step buildings up from the river and define height zones 

 Discourage large undifferentiated building masses and encourage building breaks 

 Respect the scale of the context in which the development occurs 

 Encourage variety in roof forms, entry forms, bays, room modules and step-backs 

 Provide frequent pedestrian entries along the street 

 Provide balconies from upper floors of residential units 

 Avoid undifferentiated building walls 

 Create open and inviting facades 

 Provide human/pedestrian scale 

 Create an active and interesting sidewalk presence 

 Provide a variety of detail and form by addressing variation in wall planes, horizontal 

and vertical articulation, glazing, materials, finishes and color 

  Streetscape Design Guidelines: 

 Separate the streetscape into the clear walking zone and the amenities zone (area 

between the curb and sidewalk).  Amenities zone should include the following 

elements: street trees, ground cover or paving stones, street furniture, trash cans, 

kiosks, lights, utility poles, and parking meters. 

 Use consistent, continuous widths of concrete for sidewalks 

 Widen sidewalks along all intra-district streets to have a minimum of 8’ wide clear 

walking area, and amenity zones between 5’ and 8’ wide at a minimum 

 Widen sidewalks along all inter-district streets to have a minimum of 10’ wide clear 

walking area, and amenity zones a minimum of 8’ wide. 

 Build sidewalks wide enough to accommodate sidewalk cafes, clear walking zones 

and amenity zones. 

 Building Setback: 22’ minimum from building face to the curb 
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 Provide ADA standard curb ramps in the direction of sidewalk travel at every 

intersection 

 Use historic interlocking paving, or replicas, in those residential districts where they 

originated 

 Change the paving material at crosswalks in areas where pedestrian traffic is high 

and vehicular traffic needs calming. 

 Plant regularly spaced trees in straight rows 

 Use the same type of tree on each side of the street 

 Use paving in the amenity zone where lawns are not practical and provide grates 

and guards to protect trees 

 Put trees in lawns or ground cover wherever possible 

 
Sense of Security 
 

 Street light fixtures should be no more than 14’ tall to provide adequate lighting at a 

pedestrian scale 

 Continue use of city’s historic standard light fixture 

 Fixtures should have sufficient detail to create scale for the pedestrian 

 Lights should be spaced 60’-80’ apart to minimize glare and allow for street trees 

and traffic lights 

 
Civic Pride 
 

 Provide a unified system of seating, trash receptacles, bicycle racks, kiosks and bus 

shelters 

 Incorporate elements that are unique to Jacksonville’s history and culture by using 

historic photo references 

 Encourage the use of awnings on the first level of buildings to provide shade and 

protection for pedestrians 

 Encourage the use of signs that project from buildings and are oriented toward 

pedestrians 

 Provide public art at strategic locations 
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 Require private developers to set aside a percentage of site development costs for 

public art 

 Encourage the participation of local artists 

 

10. Energy Conservation an Green Design Issues 
 
 

One element of the high-density, mixed-use, transit facility is to promote environmental 

preservation.  The centralization of services in the central business district not only 

promote the urban environment and its facilities, it decreases the need for extraneous 

vehicle travel which leads to reduced outdoor air quality.   

Another way in which the design contributes to higher air quality, is by reducing 

the need for personal vehicle travel within the urban center through the promotion of 

public and non-motorized transportation.  The design incorporates the use of an airport 

shuttle and public transit such as the Jacksonville Skyway, Trolley, and bus system.  

The design also uses open public space, expansive sidewalks, and human scale to 

support pedestrian travel. 

The environmentally responsible concept of the facility will be carried through to 

the interior design.  Material selection will be determined by quality and sustainability.  

Only adhesives and finishes with low emission levels of volatile organic compounds will 

be specified. 

 

11. Analysis of Individual Space Requirements 
 
 

Designation of Spaces is determined through review of the most frequent tenants of 

Community Regional Shopping Centers of the 2000 edition of Dollars and Cents of 

Shopping Centers, and a commercial market study compiled by Urbanomics, Inc. with 

Development Strategies, Inc. for the City of Jacksonville Department of Planning and 

Development in 2002.  The commercial market study includes preferred retail types of 

downtown Jacksonville workers, as well as viable business opportunities for the LaVilla 

district. 
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Total Area of Site: 154,475 square feet 

Total Area of Residential Space: 59,500 square feet 

Total Area of For Lease Office Space: 73, 400 square feet 

Total Area of Commercial/Retail Space: 37,000 square feet 

Total Area of Designated Public/Green Space: 17,000 square feet 

Anchor Tenants: Drug Store/Pharmacy and Fitness Center 

Retail Uses:  Coffee Shop, Bakery, Deli, Copy Shop 

 
 
Residential Space Requirements: 

 

Space Quantity Sq. Feet Notes/Furnishings 

Townhomes 22 1,800 2 bedroom/ utility closet/ 
full kitchen 

Walk-up Flats 18 742 Single bedroom/Office-studio space
Studio Apartments 10 650 Economy Kitchen 
 
 
 
Commercial (Office & Retail) Space Requirements: 
 

Space Sq. Feet Notes/Furnishings 

Office Building  66,000 Leased space w/ elevator and stair, structured 
parking,alley access 

Leased Office Space 8,000 Separate Restroom/Waiting Area/Elevator 
(Includes Facility Manager office, secretary, 
community meeting room) 

Facility Manager Office 200 Desk, computer, file cabinet, guest seating 
Secretary/Assistant 300 Desk, computer, file cabinet, copy machine, 

waiting area 
Community Meeting Room 900 Storage closet/ restroom accessibility 

Tables & chairs 
Public Restrooms 1,300 Access to plaza, food areas, ADA 
Food Market 2,500 3 food service areas, clear access to waste 

disposal, Restroom Access 
Maintenance Office and 
Storage 

500 Shelving, computer, desk, filing cabinet, utility  
sink and shelves 

Restaurant 4,000 Leased Space 
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Community Arts Center 2,000 Multi-use, reception area, meeting room, display
areas 

Fitness Center 8,000 Leased Space 
Drug Store/Pharmacy 8,000 Leased Space 
Retail Stores (16) 1,900 Leased Space 
Security Office 200 Desk, computer, seating, small break space 

(including refrigerator), questioning area 
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CHAPTER 4: IMAGES OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

 

 

The following images have been scaled to fit.  They include preliminary 

design sketches, site photographs, final presentation renderings, and 

presentation boards. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 

Preliminary Sketch. Image Perspective: West View 
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Figure 4.2 

Preliminary Sketches. Mixed-Use Building Elevations 
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Figure 4.3 

Preliminary Sketch. Image Perspective: North View 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 

Preliminary Sketch. Bubble Doodle Diagram: Traffic Study 
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East View      Skyway Express Station (North) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West View      South View 

 

Figure 4.5 

Site Photographs 
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Figure 4.6 

Site plan
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Figure 4.7 

North Elevation 
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Figure 4.8 

Northwest Perspective Commercial/Residential Building Facades
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Figure 4.9 

West View Before Photo 

 

 

Figure 4.10 

West View Perspective 
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Figure 4.11 

Transit Plaza Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 

Community Arts Center Signage
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Figure 4.13 

Northwest Transit Plaza Perspective 
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Figure 4.14 

Community Arts Center Perspective Board 
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Figure 4.15 

Transit Plaza Perspective Board 
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Figure 4.16 

Food Retail Space Perspective Board 
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Figure 4.17 

Transit Plaza Walkways 
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Figure 4.18 

Sheltered Walkway Perspective and Detail Board 
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Figure 4.19 

Site Specification and Perspective Board 
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Figure 4.20 

Floor Plan of a Typical Studio Apartment 

 

 

Figure 4.21 

Studio Apartment Perspective: Kitchen
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Figure 4.22 

Studio Apartment Perspective: Living Room
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Figure 4.23 

Floor Plan of a Typical One-Bedroom Apartment 

 

 

Figure 4.24 

Apartment Perspective: Seating group
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Figure 4.25 

Apartment Perspective: View from Exterior
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Figure 4.26 

Floor Plan of a Typical Townhouse Residential Unit
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Figure 4.27 

Townhouse Perspective: Kitchen 

 

 

Figure 4.28 

Townhouse Perspective: Living Room 
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Figure 4.29 

Townhouse Perspective: Dining Room
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Figure 4.30 

Townhouse Perspective: Exterior View of Master Bedroom 

 

 

Figure 4.31 

Townhouse Perspective: Exterior View of Master Bedroom Closet
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Figure 4.32 

Presentation Board for Typical Studio Apartment 
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Figure 4.33 

Presentation Board for Typical One-Bedroom Apartment 
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Figure 4.34 

Presentation Board One for Typical Townhouse Residence 
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Figure 4.35 

Presentation Board Two for Typical Townhouse Residence 
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CHAPTER 5: FINAL DISCUSSION OF THE PROJECT 
 

 

 

 

 The design of the Transit-Oriented Development meets the criteria of the 

Downtown Jacksonville Master Plan, as well as follows the guidelines of Transit-

Oriented Development set forth by Peter Calthorpe to emphasize pedestrian-

orientation.  The design also considers factors affecting the creation of a sense of 

community including community identity and social interaction. 

 

Community Identity 
 

 The identity of LaVilla Station conforms to its two major functions: transit 

node and community center.  The design of LaVilla station also incorporates the 

existing LaVilla district community elements that contribute to sense of place.  

The existing community elements include the historic character of the district, 

effectively represented in the historically registered Prime Osbourne Convention 

Center building.  Also incorporated into the development is the existing arts 

infrastructure that signifies the LaVilla district, such as the historic Ritz Theater 

and the School for the Performing Arts. 

 
Historic Presence 
 
 These elements are reflected in the design of LaVilla Station beginning 

with the traditional architecture and materials of building facades.  The buildings 

are oriented to feature the Prime Osbourne Convention center as a historic focal 

point (see Figure 4.10, page 49).  The building facades throughout the 

development reflect a transition from historic monument to contemporary 

downtown Jacksonville through change in architectural form (see Figure 4.7, 

page 47).  The commercial/residential units nearest the convention center are the 
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most historically reminiscent.  They are symmetrical in design and feature 

traditional building features such as awnings, rooflines, and building proportion.  

They also emphasize mass and stability.  The mixed-use commercial building 

nearest the transit plaza is less symmetrical in design and takes a more 

contemporary approach to roofline.  Mass is less emphasized in building design 

with floor to ceiling glass walls in the community arts center (see Figure 4.14, 

page 52). 

The East side of the development is nearest contemporary architecture of 

downtown Jacksonville, FL.  This is the location of the office building on the site, 

which places emphasis on line instead of mass.  It still fits within the context of 

the historical design through its symmetrical layout and cube form. 

 
Arts Emphasis 

 
In contribution to the sense of community of the development the existing 

arts infrastructure of the LaVilla district was carried through to the design of the 

TOD.  A centrally located area designated for public performing arts is 

incorporated into the design (see Figure 4.15, page 53).  Adjacent to the 

performing arts space is a community arts center with space for a gallery and 

classrooms to take the existing arts infrastructure of the district and make it 

available to the community (see Figure 4.14, page 52).  A sheltered outdoor 

space with natural daylight is also incorporated into the design to provide space 

for a public market and other uses (see Figure 4.18, page 56). 

 

Social Interaction 
 
 

Sidewalks are an important element of the proposed development, and 

contribute to a sense of community by acting as a public space where people 

interact both verbally and non-verbally.  The human-scaled design of storefronts 

and varying building facades include street-level windows, awning, porches, and 

a regionally manufactured brick materially to attract pedestrians to the street (see 

Figure 4.8, page 48).  Public Spaces such as the transit plaza, performing arts 
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space/fountain, and sheltered walkway also attract pedestrians and create 

conditions for social interaction (see Figure 4.11, page 50).  Food Retail also 

brings people together and is included in the transit plaza at the core of the 

development (see Figure 4.16, page54). 

The Community Arts Center, through educational programs and public art 

displays, will bring together community residents and visitors (see Figure 4.14, 

page 52). 

 

Community Amenities 
 
 

One of the primary features of the design is the variety of seating options 

throughout the development.  Public seating is provided in multiple forms.  The 

most conventional of which is park benches and café tables and chairs.  

Additional seating is incorporated into the performing arts space that is 

surrounded by deep brick steps for casual seating (see Figure 4.15, page 53).  A 

brick and stone railing with a wide surface for seating also lines the sidewalk on 

the South and West ends of the development (see Figure 4.8, page 48).  Stairs 

leading to the community arts center are also suitable for seating during 

community vents.  They are oriented toward the performing arts space and are 

eight feet in width. 

To enhance prioritization of the pedestrian experience, the development 

has been raised 30 inches above street level (see Figure 4.8, page 48).  This is 

intended to serve as a transition space from the street to the 

commercial/residential development, and give pedestrians the perception of 

safety from automobile traffic. 

Mobility of pedestrians was also considered in the design.  In the 

commercial activity center of the development adjacent to transit, three different 

zones of pedestrian activity have been created.  The first is adjacent to retail 

stores and is designed to accommodate leisurely pedestrian activity.  This area is 

lined with park benches and shaded by American elm trees (see Figure 4.17, 

page 55).  The second zone is designed for efficient pedestrian mobility.  This 
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zone directly connects the transit platform to the street and sidewalk network.  

The third zone provides a rest area for pedestrians.  It is adjacent to food 

retailers and features café seating around the large fountain/performing arts 

space (see Figure 4.15, page53). 

 

Lighting 
 
 

Existing street lamps were included in the design for their historic 

relevance and character.  A predominant source of light during evening hours 

comes from the shops themselves.  This creates indirect lighting for the street 

that contributes to the character of the space to both the pedestrian and the 

motorist or transit rider. 

 

Sustainable Development and Design 
 
 

Environmental Sustainability 
 
 The Transit-Oriented Development is a sustainable urban development 

form.  LaVilla Station promotes environmental sustainability by improving 

Outdoor Air Quality (OAQ) by encouraging public transit and non-motorized 

transportation such as walking and biking.  Public transit also results in a reduced 

energy consumption of materials and process of construction than conventional 

transportation systems.  Also, the high-density transportation type reduces land 

consumption. 

 
Economic Sustainability 
 
 LaVilla Station promotes economic sustainability by supporting a 24-hour 

commercial market.  Entertainment-oriented retailing attracts regional visitors and 

corporate travelers to the development.  Community-oriented retailing such as 

the drug-store/pharmacy, fitness center, and dry-cleaner attract daily commuters 

and LaVilla district residents at peak travel hours.  Business-oriented services 
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such as copy shops and shipping stores generate business from workday offices 

in the downtown Jacksonville area.  Other food and community-oriented retailing 

are included in the development to attract downtown Jacksonville employees 

during daytime hours.  These include a bakery, coffee shop, and deli (see Figure 

4.16, page 54). 

 The public transit system incorporated in the design also exemplifies a 

financially sustainable transportation infrastructure model. 

 
Social Sustainability 
 
 The Social Sustainability of LaVilla Station is also reflected in the public 

transit system by providing mobility and accessibility for people from a variety of 

socio-economic groups.  This is also the type of equal-accessibility measure 

applied to the provision for shared public spaces. 

 To make a connection between sustainable development and the design 

of LaVilla Station, sustainable materials were specified throughout the design.  

This includes regionally manufactured materials and plants, and attention to solar 

orientation and the use of trees and other materials for shade. 

 Each of the typical residence designs were planned for flexibility in use 

and sustainability, ranging from energy efficiency, to re-use of materials, and 

green material specification. 

 
Design of Typical Studio Apartment 

 
The studio apartment is included in this project to provide affordable 

housing within the development.  The space is designed to be adapted for 

different uses.  The living room area with kitchen access and exterior ventilation 

may be converted into an artist studio.  The kitchen is made up of modular units 

that can be adapted to best meet the needs of the resident.  The appliances for 

the space have been carefully selected not only to reduce the amount of energy 

consumed by the user, but also to meet the minimized needs of the resident.  A 

washing/drying unit was included in the budget to prevent the public space of the 

development from being used for clothes hanging.  All furnishings specified for 
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the unit were either flat shipped to decrease transportation cost and energy 

consumption, or made from plywood, a reduced-energy and resource product. 

 
Design for Typical One-Bedroom Apartment 

 
The one-bedroom apartment provides a moderately affordable housing 

option for prospective residents.  Included in the design is an office/art studio 

niche.  This area is designed to be visible to the pedestrian on the street, giving 

residents the option to display artwork or other materials for public viewing.  This 

space may also be modified to serve as a separate dinning area. All furnishings 

and finishes specified come from post-consumer and industrial waste. 

 
Design for Typical Townhouse Residence 

 
This residential unit provides accommodations for a small family in an 

urban setting.  The first level is designated for public uses and includes a small 

office adjacent to the entry with guest restroom and seating.  The second level 

has two bedrooms, two bathrooms and a utility room.  Four storage areas 

(including utility room) accommodate residents’ functional requirements.  

Furnishings and specifications were selected to minimize airborne and 

waterborne contaminants creating a healthy environment for the residents. 

 

Conclusion 
 
 

LaVilla Station incorporates the existing historic character and arts culture 

of the LaVilla district into the design of the community center/transit-node to 

provide an authentic sense of place.  This sense of place, along with human-

scaled facade design, public sidewalks, and performing arts facilities contribute 

to a sense of community.  This sense of community will increase the success of 

LaVilla Station to serve as a transit node along the existing Automated Skyway 

Express line of downtown Jacksonville, FL and promote transit ridership.   

The authenticity of the sense of community will make the proposed LaVilla 

Station development a complimentary component to the LaVilla district, providing 
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a transition point between the central civic core of downtown Jacksonville and the 

surrounding urban neighborhoods.  The multi-functional nature of the pedestrian 

and transit-oriented development makes LaVilla Station a public community 

development for use by all urban inhabitants and visitors, and an asset to the 

downtown Jacksonville area. 
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